Abstract: This paper is concerned with designing an electronic circuit which controls and reads the PLC using transceiver SMS with GSM mobile wave. This circuit contains the RX, TX serial data to convert this wave of input microcontroller which is programmed to receive the data of controlling PLC to mobile phone and send the SMS to the input of driver. This driver consists from transistor array circuit to operate the relays that are connected with the device; the messages are written in a code that is received by the microcontroller for each address of the device. The programmed microcontroller can read the messages which are stored in the Inbox of the SIM Card after reading it. The program then clears the Inbox contents to keep the inbox empty and ready to receive the next message. This system is used in a wider range where the PLC has to control the pump stations and many embedded control applications by using the GSM technology.
INTRODUCTION
The technical uses of wireless communication motivates us to use the mobile phones to read the data of any control system of devices which can control different devices by sending an SMS message by two ways between the mobile phone and any control system. This controller is extremely handy at places without wire connection to that place being available. The microcontroller would then control and device based on the information given to it. The proposed solution will need to be easy to use on most mobile phones.
The important part of the system is the GSM Shield which can transfer the SMS in 8-bit as used to control temperature and motors. The GSM based control system implements the emerging applications of the GSM technology. Using GSM network control system that has been proposed will act as an embedded system like the PLC which can monitor and control devices locally using built-in input and output peripheral sand RTC model [1] .
Remotely the system allows the use to effectively monitor and control the pump station of treatment the water for example or the draining and industrial appliance which uses the PLC the equipment's also via the mobile phones by transceivers commands in the form of SMS massages. The main concept behind the project is reading the data which is taken from the operations of the devices by the PLC and detecting the faults of devices. This work designs a hardware which consists of a microcontroller board type ATMEGA256016AU and an integrated antenna system for transceiver; the signal type is GSM and this system provides a drive circuit which connects the microcontroller board and a device established by relays [2] .
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Figure1.The project Block diagram
Initially an SMS is received from the sensors of the PLC control systems by transferring the analog to digital signal or digital signal using microcontroller unit; then, sending it to a mobile phone and this is done for an array of signals which are given by the sensors.
The MCU unit chooses the priority signals of sensors to transfer first to GSM model after that the user receives the message; if the PLC system does not cancel or make a solution for the fault for example then the user can send the SMS which controls the signal extracted and used to control the problem which functions from the signal of the programmed sensor of each device connected with the microcontroller. In this case, the signal which is coming from the GSM modem must be converted to septet of the phone because the microcontroller needs bytes with 8 bit length so the septet is1byte with7 bits length and octet is1 byte with 8 bits length. All the process must decode the message from SMS [3] .
A program for extracting the control signal part which is received by SMS is loaded into the microcontroller then the microcontroller tries to read the SMS from the inbox message of SIM card and after reading microcontroller gives order to clear the message in inbox [4] .
For reading these data and controlling of devices, the messages will be converted to hexadecimal format. The hex data is converted to the equivalent binary. For example, if the message is "Device 1" the equivalent of hexadecimal to binary is D7 hex to"11010111" implies that the output ports of microcontroller are enabled and the remaining pins of ports are disabled. Each pin of port which is connected with relays by circuit drivers of control device has LED signal light to display the output, in this status indicates the ports are set to "ON" or reset "OFF" instead of the LCD display write the number of sending messages by times using the RTC model [5] .
The microcontroller is also programmed to control device after incoming the SMS message to operate that device connecting with sensor which give the order that the device operates on condition of sensors of each device. The block diagram of system shown in figure (1)[6][7].
3.DEVICE DESCRIPTION
3.1-Microcontroller
The ATMEGA256016AU is a low-power CMOS8-bit microcontroller based on the AVR enhanced RISC architecture. By executing powerful instructions in a single clock cycle, the ATMEGA256016AU achieves through puts approaching 1MIPS per MHz allowing the system designed to optimize power consumption versus processing speed.
The characteristic 
3.2-GSM Module
AGSM Shield with integrated antenna connects to the microcontroller for internet using the GPRS wireless network shown in figure (3) . It is possible to communicate with the board using AT commands. The GSM library has a large number of methods for communication with the shield can be connected with microcontroller to transceiver the signal (RX)(TX) from GSM module to MCU by reading the message that stored in SIM card in box message and then transmit the signal (TX) from the MCU to SIM card to mobile phone. The GSM Shield allows a microcontroller board to connect to the internet, to transceiver SMS messages. The shield uses a radio modem M10. The shield uses digital for software serial communication with the M10. Pin2 is connected to the M10'sTX pin and pin3 connected to RX pin. The M10 is a Quad-band GSM/GPRS modem that works at frequencies GSM850MHz, GSM900MHz, DCS1800MHz and PCS1900MHz.
It supports TCP/UDP and HTTP protocols through a GPRS connection. GPRS data down link and up link transfer speed maximum is 85.6 kbps [9] [10].
3.3-Drive Circuits and Read Data
The PLC usually utilizes more power than the microcontroller that it contains which can provide via its I/O ports. To enable microcontroller to be connected to such devices, the system provided with (15) relays by means of which it is possible to provide up to 250 v power supply. Each relay has one normally open (W0, W1,…) and one normally closed (NW0,NW1,…) contact. Ten relays are programmed to control the PLC devices if the PLC does not respond to run or stop the devices that will be given to the mobile phone user to send message to operate the devices. Reading the data is usually specified with function which is stored in programs determined by the numbers of sensors that connected with MCU to read the parameters of the system station. The connection between the sensors and MCU is done by pull-up or pull-down resistance for digital input signal (digital sensors) and for analog input sensors using voltage divider to select the level of output sensors voltage. Drive type ULN2803 which consist of (8) Darlington connection transistors connects between the microcontroller and relays for each group of relays shown in figure(5). The hardware of project consists of 3 parts: -LCD, RTC, ATMEGA Boards.
This board contains 4 parts (LCD board , RTC board, GSM board + SIM, ATMEGA board). These boards are connected by using serial and parallel pins which be can over controlled by software included in microchip ATMEGA instead of that the RTC board contains battery replacement to keep the time if the power is cut off from the system. -Relay devices connection PCB board.
The board PCB consists of two devices of (8) array transistors and (16) relay and signalization diodes which are connected with each relay (devices). -Keypad, wire connection between boards.
Using the array color wires to connect boards of PLC, the keypad to set the time of RTC board and to program each device by time instead of GSM control and the board contains the(8) pins for sensors for each device that is used to give the condition or situation ,for example in our pump station the condition each pump and other remote sensing signals.
SOFTWARE ALGORITHMIC FLOW CHART
The program of project containing two parts the first part which is explained in flow chart with blue color boxes means that the PLC controls the pump substation and sends messages to mobile phone every time the pumps operate if the user need to cancel these messages can do that by sending the messages to PLC cancel only that message however still other message is sent to mobile phone if new problem occurs in substation. The read boxes mean that the message send from mobile phone only is second part of program. The two part of program are shown in details by flowchart in figure(8) , referring to appendix A in the main program merging these two parts. float. Each pump has the sensor to check the situation of working pump; if any pump is fault then PLC gives the caution that the standby pump understudied the fault pump. These signals display on LCD and send the messages to mobile phone to read the occurring in substation which are equal to data of PLC. The data is recorded by time through which the guard can control the substation and in time know More than 20 messages can be transferred. That means receiving messages by mobile phone and sending messages to PLC to solve the problems if occur in pump station. The program is written in micro C language and explained in appendix A. 
WORKING THE SYSTEM & THE RESULT
The data which is read by MCU can be display on LCD, all of these data are identically displayed on mobile phone in message forms. The project was tested to control the pump station for draining the water rain in substation which consists of primary (4) pumps and one standby pump. The PLC controls these pumps to operate every time when the substation overflows sequentially between each pump delay time, approximately (5) minute.
The sequence of operating the pumps changes for the next operating pumps. For example, the first sequence is (1,2,3,4 ) the second sequence (2, 3, 4, 1) and the third sequence (3,4,1,2)….etc. This way can determine the time operation of all pumps to be constant usually using the digital sensors for overflowing and emptying the substation like the mercury float or other sensor less float.
Each pump has the sensor to check the situation of working pump; if any pump is fault then PLC gives the caution that the standby pump understudied the fault pump. These signals display on LCD and send the messages to mobile phone to read the occurring in substation which are equal to data of PLC. The data is recorded by time through which the guard can control the substation and in time know all the variable data of substation. Figure (9) shows all data on LCD and results on mobile phone.
More than 20 messages can be transferred. That means receiving messages by mobile phone and sending messages to PLC to solve the problems if occur in pump station. The program is written in micro C language and explained in appendix A. all the variable data of substation. Figure (9 ) shows all data on LCD and results on mobile phone. Figure 9 Result of test LCD of PLC
LCD of PLC
CONCLUTION
To remote sensing of PLC control system of any industrial factory or substation using GSM module by transceiver connection between PLC and mobile phone which gives better technology of using this module wherever the user is and to know any fault occurring on location of which the user is responsible. This way can use a few messages to read all data in that factory without any trouble or severe work for the user who controls that substation. By controlling and reading data using GSM module which use the SIM card mobile communication by sending/receiving addressable SMS message from each mobile with PLC that help to function on all of the owner's devices to have control from a far distance. [6] Goldsmith A. (2011) GSM communication.
[7] N. P. Jawarkar, V. 
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